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Structure of equations and estimation of solutions in non-linear shell 
theory 

Z. F. BACZYNSK.I (WARSZAWA) 

IN nns paper a new approach to non-linear shell theory is discussed based on a three-dimensional 
constrained continuum theory which is being developed in WozNIAK's papers [1, 2, 3]. The 
constraints are introduced in such a way that the whole boundary-initial value problem can be 
formulated in terms of functions depending on a coordinate Z belonging to a flat surface and 
on the timet. It is shown that we are able to give a positive answer whether or not the present 
theory is convenient to attack some particular problems. 

Autor omawia w pracy nowe podejscie do nieliniowej teorii powlok, oparte na tr6jwymiarowej 
teorii kontinuum z wi~zami, rozwijanej przez WoiNIAKA w pracach [1, 2, 3]. Wi~zy s~ tak 
wprowadzone, :ie calkowity problem POC7.4ltkowo-brzegowy mo:ie bye sformulowany za po
m~ funkcji zaleznych od wsp6l~dnej Z, odnos~cej si~ do pewnej plaskiej powierzchni, 
zwanej powierzchni~ podstawow~, i od czasu t. W pracy wykazano, :ie moi:na odpowiedziee 
pozytywnie na pytanie, czy obecna teoria nadaje si~ do rozwi~zania pewnych szczeg6lnych pro
blem6w. 

B HaCTomue:H: pa6oTe o6cy~aeTCH HOBbiH UO,ZOCO,ll; K HeJIHHeHHOH TeOpHH 060JioqeK, KOTOpbiH 
on~~paeTc.a Ha TpeXMepHo:H: TeopHH KOHTHHYYM co CBH3HMH pa3BHBaeMo:H: BoaHHKOM B pa6oTaX 
(1, 2, 3). CBH3H BBe,ll;eHbi TaK, qro UOJIHaH HaqaJII>HO-KpaeBaH 3a,ll;aqa MO>KeT 6biTL $pMy
JIHpOBaHa npH UOMOll.UI <f>}'HI<!UfH 3aBHCHII.UIX OT KOOp,ll;HHaTbi Z, npHHa,ll;Jle>K~eH K HeKOTOpOH 
UJIOCKo:H: nosepXHoCTH (Ha3biBaeMo:H: OCHOBHOH noBepXHoCTLro), H or BpeMeHH t. B pa6oTe 
UOKa3aHO, qTQ MO>KHO UOJIO>KHTeJil,HO OTBeTHTb Ha BOnpoc rO,ll;HTCH JIH HaCTOJ~IUaH TeOpHH 
,ll;JUI peiiieHHH HeKOTOpbiX qaCTHbiX 3a,l];aq. 

l. General assumptions 

WE ASSUME that the region of the shell or shell-like body under consideration in reference 
configuration x is given by the relations 

(1.1) x(B) = Fxll, ox(B)=(oFxll)u(ollxF), X 3eF, Zell 

and that each material element Fx {Z} is the rectilinear element. Parametrizing the shell 
region by material coordinates {X«} we have the relations 

which means that the material coordinates {X«} and the orthogonal Cartesian coordinates 
{x«} coincide in a physical space when the shell is referred to x (Fig. 1). Treating the shell 
as a three-dimensional constrained continuum we assume that the deformation X is 
restricted by the integrable constraints of the form 

(1.3) ( • .k e«) ell = 0 
/.,a. ,fl ' 
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376 z. F. BACZYNSICI 

where the vector e denotes a direction of material line element for which the hypothesis 
is established. The constraint equations (1.3) correspond to the hypothesis of uniform 
strain of each material element. 

A general solution of the constraint equation (1.3) has the form 

(1.4) t<z, X3
, t) = vJ'(Z, t)+d"(Z, t)X3

, k e {1, 2, 3}, 

where the vectorial functions ~ and d are unknown functions, and vi' represents the motion 
of the fundamental shell surface while d" are directors of the fundamental shell surface 
(Fig. 1). 

FIG. 1. The shell element related to the spatial and material coordinate system. 

We assume that the constitutive function for elastic material has the form 

oe 
'r'= 2e-

0
-, e = e(X«,cccp), (X,{3e {1,2,3}, 
Cccp 

(1.5) 

where the elastic potential e depends on the material coordinates and the Green deforma
tion tensor in the convected coordinate system {Xcc}. The Green deformation tensor is 
expressed by 

(1.6) Crxp = X~ccX!p f3k, k, I E {1, 2, 3}. 
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If the reference configuration ie at the time t0 is given, and no forces are acting in the 
region of the shell, then we can assume that the Green-Saint Venant deformation tensor 
has the form 

(1.7) 

where ga.p is the metric tensor of natural state. Assuming the elastic potential of the ma
terial as a quadratic form, we have from (1.5) the constitutive equation 

(1.8) 'rfl = ~ Aa.fly6(c,6 -g16), et, {3, y, <5 E {1, 2, 3}, 

where Aa.pya is the tensor of elastic moduli of the shell. In the Eq. (1.8) the tensor of 
elastic moduli as well as the metric tensor g16 are known at each point of the shell re
gion, if the geometry and material of the shell are given. 

2. Basic equations of non-linear shell theory (in the case of small strains) 

If we take into account that the shell deformation is described by the general solution 
(1.4), and we compute the Green deformation tensor, then from the constitutive equation 
(1.8) we get the expressions for the components of the Cauchy extra-stress tensor in the 
form: 

(2.1) Ta.fl = A«flMN[eMN+e~NX3+e.MN(X3)2]+Aocfl33e33 

ct,{3e {1,2,3}, M,Ne {1,2}, 

where the deformation measures e16 are defined by the geometrical relations: 

eMN = ~ (tp':M'IfJ~N<5m,.-OMN), eM3 = ~ (tp':Md"<5m,.-OM3), 

(2.2) e33 = }(d'"d"<5'",.-a33), eiiN = ~ (tp~Md~N+'P~Nd';t)<5m,.+bMN' 

eM3 = ~ (d';td"<5m,.+bM3), eMN = ~ (d';td~N<5mn-CMN), 
and a,6 , b16 , cya characterize the shell metric g16 in the reference configuration ie according 
to the formula 

(2.3) 

Summing up, we see that using the quoted axioms, we get basic equations of our theory 
in a convected coordinate system [4]. 

The equations of motion have the following form: 

(2.4) 

where HKoc!K and jjK«IK are the covariant derivatives of fiK« and nK« with the metric Oa.p = 
= a:: a;; <5mn. 

All quantities in the Eq. (2.4) are related to the present configuration u and they have 
the following sense: 
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Quantities ;«, fa- denote the inertia forces and they are determined by the kinetic 
energy K 

(2.5) -:-ex_ 1 (aK) exk 
l = .. l(i a{Jic a ' 

., ,t 

a«k(V'~c+d~oX3),p = 6j, 
where the kinetic energy has the form 

y+ y+ y+ 

(2.6) K = ~ ( J (Jilip~cdX3 + 2 J f#d~cX3dX3 + J eJ~cJ"(X3)2dX3) . 
y- y- y-

Quantities /ex, ]« represent the generalized densities of external loads, and they are 
expressed by 

Y+ y+ 

(2.7) J« = f ehexdx3 + (p«)+- (pex)-' Jex = f ea.X3dX3 + [(p«)+- (pex)-]X3. 
y- y-

Quantities fiK«, jjK«, fiex represent generalized shell forces given by the constitutive 
equations 

fiK«::: (J!«Jly -JfPJlyb~)epy+(Jf«Jly -JfPJlyb~)epy+(Jf«MN -JfPMNb~)e;.{N, 

(2.8) fiKex::: (JfexJly -JfPPYb~)epy + (Jfex/Jy -JfPP-vb~)epy + (Jf«MN -JIPMNb~)e;.{N, 

f,«::: (JgPr -JfPYb~)epy + (J~PY -JfPYb~)epy+ (J~MN -JjMNbp)eMN 

(summing up one should assume e~ 3 = 0), where the modified tensors of elastic moduli 
are defined by the integrals 

n· = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. 

(2.9) 
Y+ 

1 J -J;PY = Jla v g Aexpy(x, t)(X3)"dx3, 
y-

and the curvature of the middle surface of the shell is characterized by the relation 

(2.10) b~ = -d~c,Pa«k. 
To formulate a boundary-initial value problem we can prescribe the boundary condi

• tions in the following manner: If a boundary of the shell is composed of the part aJI on 
which a load is given, and of a part an with a motion, then we have: 

{i) for Z E aJI 

(2.11) 
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(ii) for Z E a/l 
(2.12) VJk = ;pt(X, t), d" = Jt(X, t) i.e. j! = Vi+dkX 3• 

Considering a dynamical problem, we have to introduce some information about 
functions ~' and d, as well as their time derivatives at a given time instant. If the functions 
~' and d are obtained from a solution of the appropriate boundary-initial value problem, 
then by means of the formula 

(2.13) 

the motion at each point of the shell region and for time is described. 

3. The formal procedure for finding solutions to boundary-initial value problems 

A formal procedure for finding a solution to the boundary-initial value problem takes 
into account the following steps. 

(i) Unknown functions ~' d are to be obtained by solving a suitable boundary-initial 
value problem described by the following equations: equations of motion for generalized 
shell forces (2.4); constitutive equations for generalized shell forces (2.8); geometrical 
equations for strain measures (2.2); and boundary-initial conditions in terms of general
ized forces and motions (2.11), (2.12) as well as in terms of initial values of generalized 
coordinates and their time derivatives. 

(ii) Once the vector functions ~' d have been found, the motion of the shell is given 
by (2.13). 

(iii) Using the constitutive equations for the components of the Cauchy convected 
extra-stress tensor (2.1), we determine the stress field at each point of the shell region and 
for arbitrary time. 

(iv) Finally, we determine the body reaction field r, and the surface reaction field s, 
using the formulae: 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where all quantities are related to the present configuration "· Moreover TP«1111 denotes 
the classical covariant derivatives of TJia. at an arbitrary point of the shell region in a three
dimensional Euclidean space with the metric Ka.th such that 

(3.4) 

and TJia.lp is the covariant derivative of TJia. with the metric a«JI· 
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4. Estimation of the solutions (criteria of "error") 

To obtain an estimation of "error" of approximation of the dynamical process for 
the constrained shell, and to compare this with the analogical results for unconstrained 
shell, we have to introduce some norms in the load space {b, p }. Proximity of the dy
namical process will be given by proximity of the introduced norms in the load space 
with the "error" defined by 

(4.1) "error" = Jl{ r' s} ll 
11 {b, P}ll. 

If the "error" is given a priori, the following inequality (an estimate criterion) can 
be proposed [ 5]: 

(4.2) J I { r' s} 11 ~ "error" 
11 {b' p} 11 ~ ' 

where b and p are given body and surface loads, and r, and s stand for the body and 
surface reaction forces of the constraints. 

The set of elements {b, p} one can identify with a linear, normalized, and complete 
vectorial space (Banach space). The norms in such a load space can be defined in many 
ways according to the character of loads and reaction forces of the constraints. Let us 
mention some of the most simple definitions of the norms. The first one can be introduced 
using the vectorial densities of the loads and the found reactions of constraints, i.e. 

(4.3) ll{b, P}ll = ( f albl 2dV+ f PIPI 2 dS)~, 
~(B) o;(B) 

where a, P are suitable weight functions of the norms. The second one can be defined 
by means of a maximum of the absolute value of the loads and found constraint reactions i.e. 

(4.4) ll{b, p}ll = ~ · Max lbi+P · Maxlpl, 
Xe;(B) Xeo:(B) 

where i, p are suitable weight functions of the norms. 

5. mustration of the proposed theory (example) 

Let us consider an infinite cylinder of arbitrary thickness (R+-R-), where R+ is the 
external and R- is the internal radius of the cylinder. Reference configuration ;e(B) is 
given in xa. or xa. (a= 1, 2, 3) coordinate systems (Fig. 2), and the cylindrical region 
F x II is described by the inequalities 

(5.1) 

The cylinder is made of a homogeneous, orthotropic, elastic material, subject to a shear 
deformation in the directions of X 1 and X 2 such that relative displacements of the cylin
drical shell are: 

(5.2) 

where y 31
, y 32 are given angles of the shear deformations. 
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x-rp+dx3 
X3- R-R
R-~R.G.R+ 

Reference configuration 

FIG. 2. The infinite cylinder subjected to the shear deformation. 

381 

The problem is to be formulated with the non-linear shell theory of small strains 
and a statical process {x, T} characterized by the deformation function and the Cauchy 
extra-stress tensor is to be found. Some practical criteria of the estimation of the solutions 
obtained will also be discussed. 

Assuming that the cylindrical surfaceR= R-, (X3 = 0), coincides with the fundamental 
surface 

(5.3) 

we obtain, immediately, a solution of the boundary value problem described by the 
Eqs. (2.2), (2.4), (2.8), and the conditions (2.11), (2.12), in the form: 

(5.4) 
1p1 = X 1, 1p2 = R-sinX2

, 1p3 = R-cosX2 , 

d1 = y31
, d 2 = sinX2 +y32cosX2

, d 3 = cosX2 -y32X 2
• 

Using (2.13) we find the deformation functions 

(5.5) 
x1 = X1 +y31X3

, X2 = R-sinX2 +(sinX2 +y32cosX2)X3
, 

X3 = R-cos X 2 + (cos X 2
- y32sin X 2

) X3
• 
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Now, the definitions (2.2), (2.3), and (5.4) lead to the deformation measures: 

(5.6) 

I e33 = 
2 

[(y31)2 +(y32)2], 

I R- 32 e32 = 2 r , 

I I I I I 0 11 11 0 11 - I ( 32)2 e11 = e22 = e12 = e13 = e23 = , eu = e12 = , e22 - 2 r . 

The constitutive equations (2.1), and (5.6), together with the definition of elastic 
moduli for cylindrical orthotropy imply the following form of the Cauchy extra-stress 
tensor: 

Tu -Auu Au22 A1133 0 0 0 ef1 
r22 A22u A2222 A2233 0 0 0 e~2 

(5.7) 
T33 A3311 A3322 A3333 0 0 0 ef3 
T23 0 0 0 A2323 0 0 e~3 ' 
T13 0 0 0 0 A1313 0 et3 
r12 0 0 0 0 0 A1212 er2 

where ef 1, ... , e~ 2 are new deformation measures 

(5.8) 
e:IN =: eMN+e;lNX3 +e~N(X3)2 , 

el13 = 2eM3 +eit3X 3, ef3 = e33· 

The components of the Cauchy extra-stress tensor can also be written in the form: 

(5.9) 

ru = ~ A1122(y32 X3)2 + ~ A1133 [(y31)2 + (y32)2], 

r22 = ~ A 2222cr32 X3)2 + ~ A 2233 [(y31)2 + (y32)2], 

T33 = ~ A3322(y32X3)2 + ~ A3333[(y31)2+(y32)2], 

r12 = 0, r13 = A1313y31, T23 = A2323y32 R-. 

The introduced constraints of the form (1.3) produce the body and surface reaction 
forces, which can be calculated from (3.I) and (3.3). In the static case, we obtain 

(5.10) 

(5.1I) 

,a.= -T'a.lllh 

sa.= TP«n11 , a, fJ e {I, 2, 3}. 

The components of the body reaction forces assume the form: 

,1 = -R-l(A1313y31+A2323y32R-), ,2 = -3R-1A2323y32R-, 

(5.12) 
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while the components of surface reaction forces are: 

(sl)+ = (sl)- = A1313y13, (s2)+ = (s2)- = A2323y32 R-, 

(5.13) (s3)+ = ~ A3322(y32)2(R+-R-)2+ ~ A3333[(y31)2+(y32)2], 

(s3)- = _!_A3333[(y31)2+(y32)2]. 
2 

In the above formulae y31 , y32, are given angles of the shear deformations. All quantities 
with index plus ( ... )+are related to the external cylindrical surface, and with minus ( ... )
to the internal cylindrical surface. 

To estimate the accuracy of the solution, we can apply the criterion (4.1) in the follow
ing form: 

(5.14) "rror" = ll{r, 0}11 
e 11{0, s}ll' 

where the norms of the load space 11 { r, s} 11 are given by 

(5.15) ll{r, 0}11 = (R+-R-)Max lrl, 11{0, s}ll = Max lsl. 
X~(B) Xed~(B) 

In the case of isotropy and of the shear deformation of the cylinder in the direction 
X1 only, i.e. if y31 =F 0 and y32 = 0, we have a practical criterion 

R+-R- I-' y1 + (y31)2 
(5.16) "error" = --- -------;===============-R- I 1 ' l' ,u2 + 4(A+2,u)2(y31)2 

where A, ,u are Lame constants. 
For a very small angle of shear deformation, i.e. when y31 ~ 0, the criterion (5.16) 

becomes: 

(5.17) 

where (R+-R-) is the shell thickness, and R- is the main curvature radius of the funda
mental shell surface. 

In the case of isotropy and of the shear deformation of the cylinder in the direction 

X 2 only, i.e. if y31 = 0 and y32 =F 0 we have: 

R+-R- ,u y9+(R-)-2+(y32)2 
(5.18) "error" = R- , / 

V ,u2 + ~ (A +2,u)2(y32)2 

Neglecting the value (R-)- 2 in (5.18) as very small, and assuming that the angle of 
shear deformation y32 is very small, we arrive at: 

(5.19) 

As one can see from the above analysis, the accuracy of the solution depends on: 
the ratio of the shell thickness to the main curvature radius of the fundamental shell 
surface; on the elastic moduli; and on the load system, and distribution of the constraint 
reactions. 
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6. Conclusions and final remarks 

The new approach regarding the foundation and formulation of the general non
linear theory of shells and shell-like bodies allows us to describe boundary-initial value 
problems of shell theory treated as problems of a three-dimensional constrained continuum, 
and to give full and exact information about the dynamical process of the shell. By in
troducing some constraints characterizing kinematics of shell, the boundary-initial value 
problem has been formulated in terms of functions depending on arguments {Z, t}, 
i.e. depending on the point of a flat region II in reference configuration and on time. 
The following conclusions are to be drawn from our consideration: 

The treatment of a shell as a three-dimensional constrained continuum means, that 
each boundary-initial value problem for the shell is consistent with the appropriate 
problem of the three-dimensional theory. The dynamical process of the boundary-initial 
value problem is uniquely defined by geometry, material, and loads of the shell treated 
as a three-dimensional body. 

When a solution to the boundary-initial value problem is found, we are able to esti
mate its "error" in a direct manner, and to give the answer, whether or not the present 
theory is adequate to attack the formulated problem. 

It is easy to notice that if the reaction forces of constraints {r, s} are fading out in 
the considered region of the shell, then the solution obtained for the dynamical process 
{x, T} is exact in the sense of a solution to a boundary-initial value problem of three
dimensional classical continuum. Also, the solution obtained seems to be exact in the 
sense of a three-dimensional classical continuum, if the system {b + r, p + s} is to be 
treated as a system of loads. 

It also follows that, if the reaction forces of constraints {r, s} are sufficiently small 
in comparison to the loads acting on the shell, then the solution obtained from a three
dimensional constrained continuum is a good approximation to that of a three-dimensional 
unconstrained continuum. 
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